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Abstract- In this study, we focus on evaluating the speech enhancement algorithm based on the nonnegative matrix 
factorization (NMF) technique under various distortion environments. The NMF spectral basis matrices for both speech and 
noise are obtained in a manner of supervised learning, and thus the performance of their associated NMF speech 
enhancement degrades as the speaker and/or noise characteristics are not matched for the learning and evaluation 
environment. An appropriate adaptation scheme helps to alleviate the aforementioned mismatch effect and leads to superior 
level of speech enhancement. The experiments conducted on a subset of the Aurora-2 connected digit database show that a 
linear adaptation for the speech/noise spectral matrices provides the NMF-based enhancement algorithms with significant 
improvement in elevating the speech quality under a wide range of signal-to-noise (SNR) environments. 
 
Index Terms- Nonnegative Matrix Factorization, Speech Enhancement, Speaker Adaptation, Noise Adaptation 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Noise usually degrades the performance of speech-
wise applications, including speech (content) 
recognition, spoken keyword spotting, speaker 
identification and verification and command control, 
just to name a few. Therefore, a series of speech 
enhancement or noise reduction techniques have been 
proposed to restore/enhance the speech component 
and/or suppress the noise component in noise-
corrupted utterances. 
Generally speaking, the aforementioned techniques 
can be a form of machine learning, which is usually 
divided into two categories: supervised learning and 
unsupervised learning. In supervised learning the 
training data are well classified and labeled while in 
unsupervised learning they are not. 
In unsupervised speech enhancement methods, the 
learning of the traits for clean speech and/or noise 
does not adopt the information of the speaker identity 
and noise characteristic. The well-known 
unsupervised methods include spectral subtraction 
(SS) [1,2], Wiener filtering [3],short-time spectral 
amplitude estimation based on minimum mean-
squared error criteria (MMSE-STSA)[4] and MMSE-
based log-spectral amplitude estimation (MMSE log-
STSA) [5], just to name a few.  
On the other hand, the supervised enhancement 
methods explicitly create the models or 
representatives for clean speech and noise separately 
by the respective labeled data. In these methods the 
characteristics of speech and noise are presented by 
either of codebooks [6], hidden Markov models [7] 
and spectral basis matrices based on the technique of 
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [8-10].  
Some conventional NMF-based speech enhancement 
methods view the frame-wise full-band magnitude 
spectrum as the processing data unit. In our recent  

 
study [10], we proposed to adopt two alternatives for 
the data unit in NMF enhancement, which are the 
frame-wise sub band magnitude spectrum and patch-
wise full-band magnitude spectrum, in which a patch 
stands for a collection of consecutive frames. The 
resulting novel NMF enhancement methods were 
shown to be superior to the conventional one 
primarily because the intra-frame spectral 
characteristics between different frequency ranges 
and the inter-frame spectral information are taken 
into consideration. 
In this paper, we address another issue regarding the 
NMF-based speech enhancement, which is the 
mismatch between the learning and evaluation 
situations. Speaking in more detail, the traits of 
speech and/or noise in the NMF learning processing 
are not necessarily close to those in the utterances to 
be enhanced. Such a mismatch usually leads to 
performance drop of the NMF enhancement. This 
study evaluates a linear adaptation scheme presented 
in [11] which attempts to refine the basis spectral 
matrices in NMF in order to alleviate the 
aforementioned mismatch. Furthermore, this 
adaptation scheme is evaluated on three structures of 
NMF enhancement, and experimental results indicate 
that either of speaker and noise adaption for NMF-
based basis matrices is very beneficial to the quality 
of the enhanced utterances. 
 
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF NMF 
 
NMF [12] is one of the most celebrated algorithms in 
contemporary data analysis, which primarily deals 
with the nonnegative real-valued data. The objective 
of NMF is to approximate a nonnegative matrix 
퐕 ∈ ℝ × with the product of two another 
nonnegative matrices, 퐖 ∈ ℝ × and 퐇 ∈ ℝ × . 
(Here the nonnegative matrix is defined as a matrix 
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with all nonnegative entries). When applied in data 
analysis, the matrix 퐕refers to the data collection, that 
contains 퐿  columns each presenting an observation 
vector of size 퐷 × 1 . Via the process of 
approximation: 

 
the푟 columns of the matrix 퐖are often referred to as 
the basis components of the data vectors (the columns 
of 퐕), and thus 퐖is termed the basis matrix. On the 
other hand, any arbitrary column 퐡 of the matrix 
퐇contains the linear combination coefficients for a 
specific data vector (viz. the column 퐯 of the matrix 
퐕with respect to the basis matrix 퐖, and퐇 is often 
called encoding matrix. In general, the rank 푟 of 퐖is 
chosen to be much smaller than the size of each data 
vector, 퐷, and the total number of data vectors, 퐿. 
Furthermore, two of the widely used metrics that 
measure the similarity of the two matrices 퐕 and퐖퐇 
are squared Euclidean distance and Kullback-Leibler 
(KL) divergence, which are respectively presented by 

 
 
Decreasing either 푑 or푑  in Eqs. (2) and (3) improves 
further similarity between 퐕and퐖퐇.Therefore, given 
the data matrix 퐕 and an initial guess of  퐖and 퐇, the 
multiplication rule is applied iteratively to update 퐖 
and 퐇  in turn as to minimize 푑  or 푑 , and the 
corresponding iteration procedures are  

 
 
respectively. In the later experiment implementation, 
we adopted the NMF with the metric of squared 
Euclidean distance in Eq. (3) and the matrix updating 
procedure in (4). 
 
III. NMF-BASED SPEECH ENHANCEMENT 
 
NMF has been successfully applied in the field of 
speech signal enhancement [8-10], and in general the 
respective enhancement methods create the NMF 
basis matrices for clean speech and noise, 
respectively, via a training process at first, and then 
use these basis matrices to analyze the noise-
corrupted speech signal in order to highlight the 
speech component.  
In particular, let us assume the data to be NMF 
processed is the magnitude part of the frame-wise 
spectra. Accordingly, in the training stage, the 
magnitude spectra from either of clean speech and 
noise are collected and arranged as the columns of a 
data matrix, which is in turn analyzed by NMF as in 
Eq. (1) to obtain the corresponding basis matrix, 
denoted by퐖 ,푢 = s,푛, representing the speech and 

noise respectively. As for the enhancement stage, the 
magnitude spectrogram (temporal series of the of the 
tested noise-corrupted utterance, denoted by 퐕 , is 
analyzed via NMF as in Eq. (1) by keeping the basis 
matrix 퐖 fixed to be the concatenation of 퐖  and 퐖 , 
viz. 퐖 = [퐖 퐖 ] . That is, only the encoding 
matrix 퐇  is iteratively updated in NMF. When 
convergence is achieved, the product 퐖퐇 
approximates 퐕 well as follows 

퐕 ≈ 퐖퐇 = [퐖 퐖 ] 퐇
퐇 = 퐖 퐇 + 퐖 퐇 ,(6)  

where 퐇 and 퐇 denote the components in the 
encoding matrix 퐇 associated with 퐖 and 퐖 , 
respectively. Finally, the term 퐖 퐇 in Eq. (6) often 
serves as the enhanced magnitude spectrogram 
relative to the original noise-corrupted magnitude 
spectrogram퐕 .  
The NMF enhancement structure aforementioned 
takes the spectrogram over the entire frequency range 
(full-band) into consideration, and thus we denote it 
as “full NMF” in the subsequent discussion. Our 
recent research [10] presented another two NMF 
enhancement structures. The first one treats the lower 
half and higher-half frequency components in the 
spectrogram independently, and is thus called “sub 
band segment NMF”, while the second one cascades 
several neighboring frame-wise spectra as a spectral 
patch to stand for an extended spectrum with respect 
to the central frame for further NMF processing, and 
we term it as “patch segment NMF”. The graphical 
comparison among the three NMF enhancement 
structures is shown in Figure 1. For another detailed 
information regarding these two segmental NMF 
methods please refer to [10].  
 

 
Figure 1.The schematic diagram for the data to be processed in 

three NMF enhancement structures: full NMF, sub band 
segmental NMF and patch segmental NMF 

 
IV. ADAPTATION FOR THE BASIS 
MATRICES IN NMF ENHANCEMENT 
 
Conventional NMF-based speech enhancement 
follows a supervised learning mechanism, which 
performance in the outside tests (where the evaluation 
data is unseen in the learning process) primarily 
depends on whether the evaluation data is close to the 
training data in characteristics. In our recent study 
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[10], we assumed that the speaker identity and noise 
type of the testing utterances were known, and the 
corresponding signals are available and sufficient to 
learn the speaker- and noise-specific basis matrices, 
퐖 and 퐖 , in NMF. However, this assumption is not 
always true in practical speech application 
environments. When there exists speaker/noise 
characteristic mismatch between training and testing 
situations, it can be clearly expected that NMF-based 
speech enhancement drops in performance.  
 
In [11], a series of speaker adaptation algorithms for 
NMF enhancement were presented, and one of them 
is to learn and apply a linear transform for the 
speaker-independent speech basis matrix via speaker-
specific data. That is, the relationship between the 
two basis matrices, 퐖 ′	 and 퐖 , respectively for 
speaker-specific and speaker-independent speech data 
is represented by 
퐖′ = 퐀 퐖 ,           (7) 
where퐀 is termed speaker adaptation matrix here. 
Following this direction, the noise basis matrix 퐖  
learned from multiple noises can be adapted 
accordingly to produce the basis matrix 퐖 ′specific 
to a single noise type. Similar to Eq. (7), we have 
퐖′ = 퐀 퐖 ,                  (8) 
where	퐀 is the noise adaption matrix. Furthermore, 
the adaptation matrices, 퐀 and 퐀  can be obtained in 
a manner analogous to the NMF learning process as 
in Eqs. (4). Let 퐕  ,푢 = s,푛 , be the speaker/noise 
adaptation data. The NMF approximation is then 

 
 
Therefore, in the adaptation process both 퐀 and 
퐇 are in turn updated iteratively via  

 
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The evaluation experiments are conducted on the 
utterances included in the Aurora-2 database [13], 
which consists of connected English digit strings 
generated by adults at a sampling rate of 8 kHz. The 
arrangements for the two modes described in Section 
4 as for either of the speaker and noise adaptations 
are as follows: 
 1) speaker adaption mode 
 As to the initial training, the speaker-independent 

speech matrix 퐖 is obtained from 50 utterances 
produced by 10 female speakers, 5 utterances 
each, and the noise-specific matrix 퐖 is 
obtained from the airport noise. 
 For the speaker adaptation, the adaptation data 

consists of 39 utterances from a single female 
speaker (labeled "FAK" in Aurora-2 dataset).  

 Finally, the testing data consists of 10 utterances 
produced by the speaker "FAK", and each 
utterance is corrupted by airport noise at five 
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs): 20 dB, 15 dB, 10 
dB, 5 dB and 0 dB. 
 

2) noise adaptation mode 
 As to the initial training, the speaker-specific 

matrix is obtained from 50 utterances produced 
by a single speaker "FAK", and the general noise 
(noise type-independent) matrix is obtained from 
four types of noise: subway, babble, car and 
exhibition, which are all from Aurora-2 database. 
 For the noise adaptation, the adaptation data is a 

0.5 sec-long segment of siren noise.  
 Finally, the testing data consists of 10 utterances 

produced by the speaker "FAK", and each 
utterance is corrupted by siren noise at five 
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs): 20 dB, 15 dB, 10 
dB, 5 dB and 0 dB. 

Some other information regarding the NMF-related 
experiment setup is:  

1. For creating the spectrogram, each utterance is 
segmented into overlapped frames with frame 
duration of 20 ms and frame shift of 10 ms.  
Besides, each frame signal is then multiplied by a 
Hamming window. 

2. The DFT size was set to 512. Due to the 
conjugate symmetry property, only the first 257 
frequency bins of the resulting spectrum are kept 
and processed. 

3. The ranks (the numbers of columns) of the NMF 
basis matrices for both speech and noise are 
assigned to 20. 

4. For sub band processing, the high and low 
frequency bands are divided at 2,000 Hz.  

5. For patch processing, the number of frames 
contained in a spectral patch is set to 3. 

 
In particular, the level of enhancement for the 
processed utterances relative to the original noise-free 
ones is evaluated via the metric of perceptual 
estimation of speech quality (PESQ) [14]. PESQ 
indicates the quality difference between the enhanced 
and clean speech signals, and it ranges from 0.5 to 
4.5.A high PESQ score indicates that the enhanced 
utterance is close to its clean counterpart. 
 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSIONS 
 
In the commencement of the experiments, we 
evaluate the first mode, in which the noise type in the 
testing utterances is assumed to be pre-known in the 
training process, while the basis spectral matrix of the 
speaker part requires adaptation. Three schemes of 
NMF-wise enhancement are conducted, which are 
full NMF, sub band segmental NMF and patch 
segmental NMF. The respective PESQ results are 
shown in Figures 2(a)(b)(c).   
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Figure2. PESQ for the baseline (no NMF), NMF without 

adaptation and NMF with speaker adaptation in different 
SNRs under the structure of (a) full NMF, (b) sub band 

segmental NMF and (c) patch segmental NMF 
 
From these figures, we have the following 
observations: 

1. The PESQ decreases as the SNR get worse, and 
thus it is a good indicator for evaluating the noise 
levels in an utterance. 

2. Su bband segmental NMF outperforms full NMF 
and patch segmental NMF consistently for all 
cases. The performance between full NMF and 
patch segmental NMF is not significant. 
However, all of these three NMF structures fail 
to improve the speech quality at a high SNR of 
20 dB. 

3. When NMF enhancement is carried out without 
considering the speaker mismatch and thus no 
speaker adaptation is adopted, the corresponding 
superiority over the unprocessed baseline is not 
clear, especially for the cases with an SNR 
greater than 5 dB. 

The speaker adaptation process benefits the NMF 
enhancement significantly for all of the three NMF 
structures. In particular, with the subband segmental 
NMF structure, adapting the speech basis matrix 

results in notably higher PESQ than the unprocessed 
baseline for the cases with an SNR lower than 20 dB, 
and the corresponding PESQ degradation is relatively 
slight for the 20dB-SNR situation. 
Next, Figures 3(a)(b)(c) respectively depict the PESQ 
performance of three NMF scheme corresponding to 
the second mode, in which the mismatch between 
training and testing is caused by the unexpected noise 
type. Observing these figures and comparing them 
with Figures 1(a)(b)(c), some findings are as follows: 
 
1. At the same baseline (no NMF) case, the PESQ 

results for the second mode are better than those 
for the first mode at all SNR cases, implying that 
siren noise degrades the speech quality less than 
airport noise with the same noise level. 

 
2. Applying NMF enhancement without noise 

adaption, the resulting speech quality is even 
worse than the baseline. This phenomenon reveals 
that the noise mismatch further degrades the NMF 
performance relative to the speaker mismatch, 
which just makes the respective NMF (without 
adaptation) bring insignificant PESQ 
improvement.  

 
3. When the noise adaption process is embedded in 

the NMF enhancement, the corresponding PESQ 
results are notably better than the baseline and the 
NMF without adaptation. Under the three NMF 
structures, the adaptive NMF achieves the optimal 
performance at almost all SNR cases (except the 
20 dB case for patch segmental NMF). 
Furthermore, subband segmental NMF 
outperforms the other two NMF structures 
consistently despite the noise levels. 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
In this study, we evaluate a linear adaption process 
for the NMF-based spectral basis matrices with 
respect to mismatched speaker/noise characteristics. 
The experimental results indicate that this adaptation 
procedure is crucial in NMF speech enhancement 
algorithms for superior performance. As for the future 
work, we will investigate whether the adaptation 
information can be directly captured in the noise-
corrupted testing data in order to simplify the 
adaptation process. 
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(b) 

 
Figure3. PESQ for the baseline (no NMF), NMF without 

adaptation and NMF with noise adaptationin different SNRs 
under the structure of (a) full NMF, (b) subband segmental 

NMF and (c) patch segmental NMF 
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